The current explosion of stored information necessitates a new model of pattern matching, that of compressed matching. In this model one tries to find all occurrences of a pattern in a compressed text in time proportional to the compressed text size, i.e., without decompressing the text.
Recent years have seen an explosion in the gathering and storage of data. Some institutions now have data archives that are too vast to be processed. Because of the prodigous amounts of data, virtually all of it is maintained in some compressed form.
This proliferation of stored information introduces a new demand on data compression schemes. It is no longer sufficient that the compression achieve a good ratio and that the compression algorithm be fast. We now need algorithms for pattern matching in time and space proportional to the compressed size,
i.e. without the need to decompress.
The compressed matching problem was formally defined by Amir and Benson [2, l] as follows: Let u = Sl"'S" be a iezt string of length u over alphabet C = {al,..., aq}. Let u.c = tl ---t, be a compression of u of length n < u.
INPUT: Compressed text b.c = tl. . . t,, and pattern P = p1* * *pm.
OUTPUT: The first text location i such that there is a pattern occurrence at 9i, i.e. Si+j-1 = pj, j = 1 ,...,m. Amir and Benson [2, l] also defined a compressed matching to be eficient if its time complexity is o(u), almost optimal if its time complexity is O(n log m + m) and optimal if it runs in time O(n + m).
The first compressed matching algorithms were side effects of papers by and Amir, Landau and Vishkin [4] . The techniques of Eilam-Tsoreff and Vishkin give a trivial optimal algorithm for compressed string matching under the runlength compression. Amir, Landau and Vishkin showed an efficient algorithm for two dimeneional compressed matching. That algorithm's running time was O(U) but Q( $). Since the two dimensional run length compres sion size may be as small as n = 4, their algorithm is clearly far from optimal. Amir and Benson [2, l] developed an almost optimal O(n log m) algorithm for two dimensional run-length compression, and Amir, Benson and Farach [3] d evised an optimal O(n) algorithm for this problem.
The main difficulty in the latter algorithms is due to the fact that the text is two dimensional. In comparison, the algorithm for compressed string matching is straight-forward.
In fact, any non-adaptive one dimensional compression, such as run-length or Huffman encoding, has an easy compressed matching algorithm. Simply compress the pattern and run your favorite string matching algorithm on the compressed text and pattern. There may be a need for some extra work. For example, the first and last pattern elements have to be handled separately in the run-length compression case, and the starting bit of each encoded symbol needs to be found in the Huffman encoding.
The challenge seems to be adaptive compreelrions such as . In an adaptive compression, the text represented by each compression symbol is determined dynamically by the data. As a result, the same substring will be encoded differently depending on its location in the text. Thus encoding the pattern is futile since it will not appear in the compressed text in its compressed form.
In this paper we consider one dimensional compressed matching in the UNIX Z-compression (also known as the LZW compression). This is a variation of the LempelZiv compression introduced by Welch [ll] .
It is also an adaptive compression but encoding and decoding is much simpler than in the Lempel-Ziv compression. The algorithm is based on some new insights into the nature of the LZW compression. Our algorithm is simple, fast and easy to code. Our constants are smaller than those in the naive "decompress-then-search" option.
We introduce a new criterion for evaluating compressed matching algorithms, that of extra space. In some applications there is a limited amount of extra available space. Therefore, an optimal algorithm that uses O(n) space, in addition to the compressed file itself, may not be feasible. We need algorithms that use o(n) extra space, optimally O(m), in addition to the n-length compressed AMIR ET AL.. Our results are summarized in table 1.
The paper is constructed as follows. Section 2 defines the LZW compression and proves some interesting prop erties of that compression. Section 3 is the outline of our basic algorithm. In section 4 we discuss some implementations that yield almost optimal algorithms. Section 5 introduces the extra space criterion and analyses some time/extra space tradeoffs. We conclude with a plethora of open problems in section 6.
Preliminaries
Definitions:
Let o = 81 ---s,, be a string over alphabet c = {UI,..., a,}. The Z-compression a.2 of u is the string u.Z[l] -a -a.Z[n], where 1 5 a.Z[i] 5 n + q -1, for i = 1 , . . . , n. The Z-compression is constructed with the aid of a dictionary lrie T,. The dictionary is an (n + q + 1)-node tree whose nodes are labeled by symbols of C, and numbered 0 through n + q. The siring of a node p in T, is the concatenation of the node labels on the path from the root to p. The dictionary and compression string are constructed as follows:
1. TO is initialized as a q + l-node rooted tree where the root is labeled A and numbered 0. Example: C = {a, b, c}, B = aab~ubbabcccccc. u.2 = 1,1,2,2, 4,6,5,3,11,12. Note that the uncompressed string cr has length u while its compressed version 0.2 has length n. Given string 6, one can construct TV and a.2 in time O(u). Given string a.2, one can construct T, and u in time O(u).
The following theorem and its corollary are crucial to our algorithm.
The theorem presents a mapping between the node numbers in the dictionary trie and the chunk locations in the compressed string.
Theorem 2.2 The value assignment to location I in u.2, 1 5 15 n -1, causes the definition and creation of node number 1 + q in the dictionary trie.
Proof: By induction on 1. For I = 1 we have u.Z[l] = i, where sr = oi. The node added has string 5152. This does not appear in the tree and thus causes a new node to be created as a child of node number i. The label of the new node is 92 and its number is q + 1. Assume now that node I+ q was created when u.Z[Zl was assigned its value. Assume also that the trie and compression who% string is ei+l* * .8j, where ei+r . . .ej is the longest prefix  that appears as a tree node's string. Therefore there is no dictionary node whose string is sj+1 *-*s j+l.
Thus a new node labeled sj+r will be created as p's child, and its number is I+ q + 1. 
Definition
2.4 Let P = p1.m -pm be a pattern string. An internal substring pi **.pj of the pattern is a sub string where i > 1 and j 5 m. A chunk which is an internal substring is called an internal chunk. A chunk is a pref;z chunk if it ends with a non-empty pattern prefix. The representing prefix of a prefix chunk is the longest pattern prefix with which it ends. A chunk is a sufiz chunk if it begins with a non-empty pattern s&ix. Its representing sufiz is the longest pattern suflix with which it begins.
Lemma 2.5 Let a.2 be a compressed string of length n, P a pattern of length m. There are at most m2 internal chunks of which at most m chunks are ezact sufizes of P. There may be aa many a8 n prefix chunks.
Proof:
Recall that a chunk is a path from the root to a dictionary trie node. Since there are at most m2 internal substrings and they must all start at the root, then there may be no more than m2 internal chunks and of these, at most m are suffixes. Note, however, that all descendent8 of these m suffixes are what we defined as suffix chunks.
All chunks may be prefix chunks as illustrated by the following example. Let u = aaa.. .a, where a is the first character of the pattern.
[ 3 Basic Algorithm using Explicit Dictionary
As in most pattern matching problems, the algorithm consists of a pattern preprocessing part and a text scanning part (in our case the text is the compressed string u.2). We adopt the notation SrS2 to denote the concatenation of strings Sr and Sr. For clarity we will also denote the substring starting at pattern location i and ending at pattern location j as pi . . 'pi. In reality such substrings are implemented as the pair (i, j).
A Let S1 be an internal substring, a E C. Qa(Sl,a) = (i,j), where &a is internal substring pi --'pi j = m if possible; and (0, 0), if $a is not an internal substring.
end Pattern Preprocessing
Time and Space: In Section 4 we will discuss different implementations that allow answering these queries. For the moment let tp(m) be the pattern preprocessing time and sp(m) be the pattern preprocessing space. Let toi be the time to answer query i, respectively.
Text Scanning
The text scanning part has two main components. The dictionary construction and update part, and the pattern search part.
When constucting the dictionary we also introduce and appropriately mark a prefiz flag, a su.@z flag and an internal flag. In addition, every node stores the first symbol in its string. The prefix flag indicates the length of the representing prefix, the suffix flag indicates the length of the representing suffix and the internal flag indicates the indices of the internal substring that this node represents.
The pattern search part keeps track of the largest pattern prefix that ends with the previous chunk, and then uses the queries to find out if the current chunk extends the prefix or not.
B. Compressed Text Scanning
Initialize: Prefix t A.
for I = 1 to n do { The sequence below is done for each element of 0. Once tables Nr and N2 are constructed, we can answer queries &r and Q2 in constant time in the following fashion.
Otherwise,
We now show how to construct tables Ni and N2 in time and space O(m3). We will later show a separate method for answering Q3 queries. We need two data structures as tools for our implementation.
Step 1 is a standard KMP automaton construction that was shown in [S] to be accomplished in time and space O(m).
Step 2 can be easily implemented in time and space O(m2). We need to consider steps 3 and 4.
Step 3: For NI, by observation 2, in the suflix trie, each leaf descendent from node P(j) corresponds to a suffix of P that begins with P(j). Let there be 2 such leaves and let the starting locations of these I suflixes be i l,...,il.
Consider the first suflix with starting location il. Clearly, pl . . . pi, _ 1 P(j) is a prefix of P and For every prefix p1 . * *pi, the KMP automaton provides, Thus it is sufficient to construct the N2 table only for in constant time, the border of p1 . . 'pi, that is, the the m substrings of P that are suffixes. If P(j) is a s&ix largest suffix of pl . . 'pi that is also a prefix. It is easy to see that one may construct in time O(m2) 1. Every substring of S is a node in STs.
an m x m table that provides jld, given j and d, in constant time.
2. The leaves that are descendents of node P(j) are exactly the suffixes whose prefix is P(j), i.e. the Therefore, for every leaf i (suffix pi ***pm), let starting location of these suffixes are exactly the p(h) , . . . , P(j*), be the substrings on the path from leaf locations in P where P(j) occurs. Time: O(m3), the time to follow all paths in the sufhx trie.
Step 4: This step is identical for tables Nr and Nz, so we describe it for a "generic" Example:
P1 ---m = aabaabaa, P(j) = ab.
The KMP automaton tells us that prefixes of P that are suffixes of pl -. .pl end at indices 5, 2 and 1. From step 3, we know that of these, only 13 = 1 has an entry in We still need to implement query Q3( P(j), a). P(j) has an outgoing edge labeled a in the suffix trie iff that child is the internal substring desired by the query. Additionally, if that child has an outgoing edge labeled with the end-of-string character, then that grandchild is the internal suffix string we desire. The required time and space for query Q3 is then O(m2) for preprocessing and constant time per query. The compacted sufBx tree of a string is the uncompacted trie where every path of degree-2 nodes (that have one child each) is compacted to a single node.
O(n + m") Time and Space

Observations:
The suffix tree of an m-element string is of size O(m).
The suffixes of the string are the leaves of the compacted suffix tree.
If substring pi * * *pi does not appear explicitly as a sufhx tree node then there are two unique nodes b, a corresponding to strings pi. .-pk, i < k < j and pi --.pl, Z > k that appear explicitly in the compacted suffix tree with b being the parent of a. Denote pi "'pk by B(pi***pj) and pi***m by AtPi * * *pi). Every pattern location where pi * * *pi appears is always followed by pj+r -* -pl.
Implementation:
The compacted suffix tree can be constructed in time O(m) [9, lo] . However, since our tables are of size m2, we can simply construct the uncompacted sufhx trie and then mark every node with more than one child and every leaf as ezplicit nodes. Every unmarked node z points to its first explicit descendent (the node corresponding to A(z)). The time and space for this construction is O(m2).
We are now ready to reduce the size of table NI. Simply choose only the O(m) columns that represent the explicit nodes. It is clear that the table can be constructed exactly as in the previous section, and therefore that tp = sp = O(m2). The only thing we need to show is that T3, = O(1).
The Qr queries are used in steps l. El-Prefix + the longest dfi~ of pi -**pi that is l Edge label C(E(u)) = (1~1, IDI, k), where D is a a prefix.
non-empty string and n is the maximum integer { Recall that the longest s&ix that is a prefix is such that PD" is a prefix of S for 0 5 a 5 k simply the representing prefix of o.Z [Z] .} and such that PotPDoc..
. o<PD'.
Here, aotb if
The following theorem proves that even though we are a+b and there is no prefix c so that a+z+b. Note querying the prefix with a different parameter, the result that this condition differs from the edge condition is still correct. in that UI was constrained to be in V while c can be any prefix of S. 
pj)).
(Note that the next chunk may not start with pi+1 *..pi+k, however, that will be noticed by the algorithm in the next step. The only thing of concern now is to get the correct Qr(Prefiz,pi***pj).) I was in fact defined to answer queries of type Qi and Qz. We can therefore directly apply the GFB solution to get: We still need to implement query Qs(P(j), a) using O(m) space. This is done similar to the way it is described in section 4.1 but by consulting a compacted suffix tree (instead of the uncompacted suffix trie). For each internal chunk P(j) we save its longest prefix that is a compacted sufhx tree node (B(P(j))). If B(W) = p(j) th en we handle it exactly as in section 4.1. Otherwise, check if a is the expected symbol in the appropriate location of A(P(j)).
5 The Tradeoff Idea 5.1 OverviewThe algorithm we presented is "almost" optimal in the sense that for small patterns (n 5 fi it runs in linear time and uses linear space. In 4.3 O(nlogm + m) Time and O(n + m) Space applications where the data has many inherent redunAlgorithmRecall that the KMP automaton provides, dancies (e.g. FAX data) the compression size is signififor each prefix of a string, a pointer to the longest prefix cantly less than the uncompressed data. Our algorithm that is also its s&x (also known as a border). The will serve such applications well. The advantages of this collection of such pointers forms a tree, which we call algorithm are not only its asymptotic efficiency but also the failure tree. In the failure tree of a string u, each its simplicity and easy coding. In addition, there are no node represents some prefix of u, and if 01. . .oj is the large constants hidden behind the "big-Oh". parent of 61 . . .ui, then the edge e between them has W e can not ignore, however, another important applilabel L(e) = ui+r . . . uj. In the failure tree, let p(u) be cations domain. There exist many systems of small mathe parent of v and let E(u) be the edge from p(v) to V. chines with limited memory that need to analyse large
In [7] , Gu, Farach and Beige1 (GFB) introduced the data sets. Such systems may not afford O(n) space in bolder tree Tt = (V, E, C) as follows: addition to the compressed file itself. The question we are faced with is: "Are there algorithms that allow l V is a subset of the prefixes of S such that u E V pattern matching in the compressed file with o(
in the tional space, possibly requiring more time than O(n)?" failure tree of S,
This section presents such a tradeoff.
Our idea is to store only the information that is absolutely necessary for the pattern matching. The information we need is: (i) internal chunks, (ii) suflix chunks, and (iii) prefix chunks. Lemma 2.5 tells us that the number of internal chunks is reasonable (O(m2) ). Unfortunately it also tells us that the number of s&ix chunks may be prohibitively large (O(n)). Our solution to this dilemma is not to store the prefix and suffix chunks, but rather to spend time computing whether a chunk is a prefix or suflix chunk.
Notation:
Let u = sr... s, be a string. The reverse of string u is the string uR = S~...81.
The outline of the new algorithm is sufficiently similar to Algorithms A and B that we only describe the changes necessary. As in the previous section, we first present the algorithm overview and follow with implementation details and analysis.
Al. Pattern Preprocessing
The only addition to Algorithm A is Construct a suffix tree ST,R of uR.
end Pattern Preprocessing
The e&ix tree ST-R enables finding the representing prefix of a prefix chunk. Note that the leaves of STOn are exactly the reverses of all the prefixes of u.
Bl. Compressed Text Scanning
The overview of the text scanning algorithm is essentially the same as Algorithm B. The main difference is that the dictionary construction and flagging part is entirely discarded. We do, however, add an instruction to process internal chunks.
If u.Z[Zj is an internal chunk and u..Z[Zj concatenated
to the first character of u.Z[Z + l] is also an internal chunk, then the node whose number is 2 + q is also an internal chunk.
end Compressed Text Scanning
We need to show how to implement the following functions without the dictionary trie:
1. Check if a node is an internal chunk.
2. Check if a node is a s&ix chunk and find the representing sufBx.
3. Check if a node is a prefix chunk and find the representing prefix.
O(m2) Extra Space AlgorithmWe begin with an implementation
that reduces the extra space to O(m') but whose time is O(mnfi.
In the next subsection we improve the time by paying more in space.
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Internal
Chunks:
We keep a list of the m2 internal chunks and their T, node numbers. This can either be implemented as a balanced search tree or as a perfect hash A recursive application of Corollary 2.3 assures us that the symbol in First is indeed the first symbol of chunk u.Z [Z] . It is important to note that following the a.2 chunks until the first element is reached really means following the path on the dictionary trie Tb from a node to the root.
Time:
The total time for verifying for every block whether it is an internal block is O(nlogm) (or O(n) if hashing is used). Every block needs to know the first element of the following block. The time for this is the sum of all paths in To. The following lemma shows that this sum is O(u). we need to check is no more than u. The time to check -L-L is no more than u. The time to check 3u+q.
each such element is still no greater than O(fi. In t is still no greater than O(fi.
In general, the total time is, then, O(min(ul.', mn$i)).
time is, then, O(min(ul.', mn$i)).
I
Suffix Chunks:
Chunks that are exactly suflixes are internal chunks. These m special internal chunks are handled as other internal chunks. We need to check for every chunk whether it has a prefix that is a auf&c of the pattern. The same algorithm for finding the first element in a chunk can be used to traverse the T, path from a node toward the root until an exact sufhx is found. The criterion for stopping should be modified to be either reaching an exact sufiix (then this is a suffix chunk and the exact suflix is the representing suffix) or reaching a non-s&ix symbol (then this is not a suffix chunk).
Time: For similar reasons to the internal chunks the traversals cost O(u). However, for every node in the traversal, we check if this is an exact suffix. This adds a multiplicative log m factor in the worst case making the time O(ulogm) (but O(u) if hashing scheme is used).
Prefix Chunks:
Assume we are given the elements of a chunk from the last to the first. We can use ST,R to find the representing prefix in time O(min(m, chunk size)). We concentrate, then, on listing the elements of a chunk from back to front.
By corollary 2.3 the last element of u.Z[q is the first element of a.Z[I + 11. We know how to find the first Adding up the time for all types of chunks and keeping in mind that nfi 2 u we get:
Note that it is easy to convert this algorithm to run with the same time bounds but with only O(m) space. We described the O(m2) version because it is a special case of our tradeoff and helps clarify the next section.
5.3 O(F + m2) Extra Space AlgorithmThe main cost in the time of the O(m2) space algorithm was accessing elements in the dictionary tree. We will introduce extra pointers in order to shortcut this tree search. The idea is to store data for all the nodes in the ci-th level of T,, i = 1,. . . , v.
The information we keep is: l node number. l first element of chunk. 0 representing prefix. 0 representing suffix. In addition we keep all information about the internal and exact s&ix chunks as described in the previous section. We run the algorithm of section 5.1 with the following implementation:
Internal
Chunks: Check whether the chunk is internal as in section 5.2. Find the first symbol of the next chunk by traversing the path toward the root. However, there is no need to run more than 2.
3.
c elements since then we reach a stored node and access that information in constant time. Total Time: O(nc + nlogm) (O(nc) using hashing).
Suffix
Chunks: Check whether any of the previous elements in the path toward the root is an exact suffix. This is done as in section 5.2. However, there is no need to check more than at most c nodes, since by then we reach a stored node and access the information in constant time. Total Time:
O(nclogm) (O(nc) using hashing).
Prefix Chunks: Assume that c < m and c < 4. Within at most c elements on the path toward the root there is a stored node z with representing prefix X. Suppose the substring represented by the path from z to a.Z[Zl is internal string P(j). Then Qr(X, F(j)) gives us a.Z[Zl's representing prefix in constant time. P(j) has at most c elements, each found in time at most O(c). Total Time: O(nc2) for c < m, 6. In general the time is O(ra -min(c, m)min(c, 4).
Total
Algorithm Time:
The worst case time is O(nc2+nlogm+nclogm+m2) for c < m,fi. The time using hashing is O(nc2 + m2). In general, the worst case time is O(nmin(c, m)min(c, &i) + n log m + nc log m + m2) and the time using hashing is O(n . min(c, m)min(c, fi + m2).
Open Problems
In the nascent area of compressed matching it is harder to find a closed problem than an open problem. Start with exact matching in the LZW compression. We presented two implementations, neither of which is optimal.
We would like to see a O(n + m) time and space algorithm. that we report. Optimally, we would want the time to be O(n), but anything between the two will be welcome.
In addition to the above two problems, one can go through the compression literature and try to find efficient pattern matching algorithms for the various known compressions.
An interesting step in this direction would be the Lempel-Ziv compression.
Finally, for any fixed compression we would like to see more than an algorithm for the simple pattern matching. Important problems to solve are approximate AMIR ET AL.
matching, dictionary matching, matching with don't cares, and multidimensional matching.
Each of these problems needs efficient parallel algorithms as well.
